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AbstractCommercializing university research outputs or intellectual property is an imperative facet in theNational Economic Model of the 10th Malaysian Plan (2011-2015) whereby innovation-basedeconomy is the vehicle identified to drive Malaysia into becoming a high-income nation. A vitalaspect of this innovation-based economy is Intellectual Property (IP) and its strategic managementin the preliminary commercialization phase. One of the critical components of strategicmanagement of IP is the valuation process. In order to capture and capitalize the IP resulting fromuniversity research, valuing the IP becomes a significant juncture on the road to exploitation andcommercialization. This paper explores the aspects of IP valuation practices among Malaysianuniversities. It is found that IP valuation generally was done by external consultants or committees.This paper suggests that technology development provides an opportunity for enabling theresearchers themselves with the capability to do the IP valuation.
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__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

IntroductionGlobally, the importance of universities andtheir research, development as well ascommercialization (R, D & C) activities hasbeen widely recognized (Candell and Jaffe,1999; Ndonzuau et al, 2002). Previously, thefocus had been primarily on R&D; however,more recently according to Djokovic andSouitaris (2008), there is an increasing shifttowards the inclusion of commercializationactivities. Researchers in the universitiesproduce innovations as a result of theirresearch activities which in turn can beexploited commercially. However, thetransformation from research anddevelopment into commercialization is apath strewn with many pitfalls.

When commercializing university’sresearches, there are three main strategiescommonly applied: patenting or licensing,contract research and the creation ofuniversity spinouts (USOs) companies (Krolland Liefner, 2008). Commercializationactivities are bred and grown in theseuniversity research environments. Theindustries may not have the capacity tointegrate and exploit the knowledgegenerated through the university research.Thus, there is an overriding fact that thesignificance of university research outputshas caught the attention of the industryplayers where they are now relying heavilyon the university research results (Fabrizio,2006) and they are willing to spend a greatershare of their R&D dollars on university-
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based research projects (Berkovitz andFeldman, 2007). Their observation seems tobe supported by earlier studies carried outboth in the UK and the US (UNICO, 2001;AUTM, 2002).Commercializing university research outputsor intellectual property is an imperative facetin the National Economic Model (NEM) of the10th Malaysian Plan (2011-2015) wherebyinnovation-based economy is the vehicleidentified to drive Malaysia into becoming ahigh-income nation (Economic Planning Unit,2010). A vital aspect of this innovation-basedeconomy is Intellectual Property (IP) and theancillary issues that arise from it, such as thecreation, protection, management andcommercialization aspects. These factorsplay an important role in the NationalIntellectual Property Policy’s ultimate aimwhich is to develop a vibrant IP industry as adriver for innovation and creativity that isessential in sustaining Malaysian’s economicgrowth.Valuing an IP is the most significant facet inIP commercialization. When valuing an IP,experts of the pertinent field can utilizeeither quantitative or qualitative or bothapproaches to arrive to a solution. Aquantitative approach can be expressedusing a numerical variable such as the costincurred to produce the IP while a qualitativeapproach may be of a subjective matter tothe experts and is not generally expressed ina numerical term. For example, the state ofthe economy can be identified as a qualitativevariable which entails subjective evaluation.Reilly (2009) exerts that the state of theeconomy has an influence to the valuationvariables in the income-based method; and itshould be adjusted when valuing the IP.Hence, this paper attempts to explore theaspects of IP valuation practices amongMalaysian universities and proposes atechnological solution that can enableresearchers or innovators to do the valuationof their innovations towardscommercialization.

Intellectual Property ValuationAccording to World Intellectual PropertyOrganization (WIPO), intellectual property(IP) refers to creations of the mind:inventions, literary and artistic works, andsymbols, names, images and designs used incommerce. IP is divided into five categories:i) Industrial property, which includesinventions (patents), ii) trademarks, iii)industrial designs,  iv) geographic indicationsof source and v) Copyright, which includesliterary and artistic works such as novels,poems and plays, films, musical works,artistic works such as drawings, paintings,photographs and sculptures, andarchitectural designs. Rights related tocopyright include those of performing artistsin their performances, producers ofphonograms in their recordings and those ofbroadcasters in their radio and televisionprograms. IP can also be regarded as themore "tangible" part of intellectual capital(IC), as IP consists of patents, copyrights,trademarks, etc. that can be more easilyvalued than the more intangible IC assets(Bollen et al, 2005).In order to capture and capitalize the IP thatis spun out of university research, valuing theIP becomes a pertinent stage on the road toexploitation and commercialization.Valuation of IP is not an accounting operationbut rather an attempt to reconcileinformation pertaining to a given IP orbusiness project, such as development costs,expectation of income, comparativeadvantages and market data for the purposeof making better strategic decisions.  Thevaluation process can take into considerationthe impact of IP not only on projects andproducts but also on the business operationand on its competitive position as a whole(Roy, 2004).There is a plethora of research concerningmethods in valuing intellectual property (IP).Various models can be justified under manydifferent circumstances.
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Within each of the various models there aredifferent variations that can be applied. Thechoice of model significantly influences theresultant valuation, estimates and reflectsthe business’ goals and concerns regardingthe IP (Matsuura, 2004). The establishedmethods for valuing IP can be categorizedinto four main models:
i) The cost-based models: A cost-basedvaluation model focuses on the costsincurred to develop the IP and intangibleassets. It provides an estimate for thevalue of the asset that is tied to the costto create or acquire the asset. The costapproach, that is the cost to create orrecreate the asset; we look at what wespent on developing the IP and whatanother company might spend if theywere to invent it from scratch (Pitkethly,2002; Matsuura, 2004; Goldheim et. al,2005; Reilly, 2009; Ernst, Legler andLichtenthaler, 2010).
ii) The market-based models: Market-based valuation models estimate thevalue of IP assets by looking to themarketplace. The sales of comparableintellectual property, where a‘somewhat’ similar deal could be usedfor the purpose of comparison (Pitkethly,2002; Matsuura, 2004; Goldheim et. al,2005; Reilly, 2009; Ernst, Legler andLichtenthaler, 2010).
iii) The income-based models: Make use offorecast future revenues to develop acurrent estimate of the asset value. It isbased on the future economic benefitsproduced by the intellectual property,where we look at the projectedincremental profits or costs savings fromusing the IP (Pitkethly, 2002; Matsuura,2004; Goldheim et. al, 2005; Reilly, 2009;Ernst, Legler and Lichtenthaler, 2010).
iv) The option model: It is among the latestdiscovery as the IP valuation technique.This model combines the decision tree,real option, binomial, Black-Scholes andthe Monte Carlo methods (Lagrost et. al.,

2010). It is an option -- choice that can beexercised at a specific time, but need notbe exercised. Owners of IP have a varietyof choices about the development andcommercialization of their asset. Thechoices include what form of IP toinvoke, licensing, pricing, enforcing theirlegal rights, etc. According to Chaplinsky(2002), this method recognizes that apatent has intrinsic value based on itsprojected cash flows discounted at theopportunity cost of capital for the ownerof the patent. In other words, optionmodels attempt to estimate economicvalues for each of the choices (Van denBerg, 2002; Matsuura, 2004; Ernst,Legler and Lichtenthaler, 2010). Studiesby Chang, Hung and Tsai (2005) usecautious views of how volatility impactsthe value of IP. However, the optionmodel suffers from several limitationssuch as there exists an inexact mappingof the assumptions or inputs betweenoption pricing theory and real optionapplication  (Chang, Hung and Tsai,2005) and the estimation in volatility isactually difficult in practice(Sudarsanam, Sorwar and Marr, 2003).Valuing intellectual assets poses a challengeto not only science and technology analystsbut also policy makers. There is a level ofsubjectivity when it comes to a decisionmaking process with regards to managing IPespecially in valuing an IP that is generatedthrough university research. More and morequantitative indicators are used to assess thequality and quantity of university generatedscientific work and its impact ontechnological development and innovation ofthe "Third Stream" activities (specificallyreferring to universities active engagementwith industry) as stated by Meyer and Tang(2007). Following are some of the commonlycited challenges to IP valuation according toa study by Mergermarket (2008):
• Time constraints
• Understanding the impacts of the legalissues on the value of the IP
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• Lacking sufficient resources for thevaluation processMergermarket (2008) also identify theconsequences of not doing IP valuationproperly: i) failure to identify IP risks, ii)failure to secure rights to the targeted IP, iii)overvalued the IP, iv) failure to exploit the IP,v) failure to identify IP potentials and vi)undervalued the IP.
Insights from a Research UniversityUniversiti Teknologi Malaysia (UTM), with itsmain campus in Johor and a smaller campusin Kuala Lumpur, is one of the originalresearch universities. It is one of the majoruniversities in Malaysia, with 2000 academicstaff, around 21000 undergraduate and 8000postgraduate students. It has 14 faculties, 1language academy, 5 schools for graduatestudies and 1 school for continuingeducation. Its history can be traced back to1904 as the country’s first technical school.The school evolved into a college then aninstitute, and on 1st April 1975 it wasupgraded to Universiti Teknologi Malaysia.UTM’s mission is to lead in the developmentof creative and innovative human capital andadvanced technologies that will contribute tothe nation’s wealth creation.UTM won the National Intellectual PropertyAward (organization category) three timessince the award was introduced in 2006.Among the Malaysian universities, UniversitiTeknologi Malaysia (UTM) has had thehighest commercialisation output asmeasured by the four domains presented inTable 1. Furthermore, UTM was the firstuniversity in Malaysia to establish atechnology transfer company –Unitechnologies.

UTM’s research, development andcommercialization activities are guided by anumber of policies, including IPCommercialization Policy, IntellectualProperty Policy and Research & DevelopmentPolicy. These policies are intended to providesupport, guidance and framework to enhanceresearchers’ productivity. These policies areimplemented through separate structuresthat are geared specifically towards researchand development on one hand andcommercialization on the other.With the new organizational restructuring inlate 2010, UTM aspires to increase not onlythe number of IP exploitation but alsoinnovation. The shift of the emphasis toinnovation is taken in light of the disparity inthe market demand in Asia and the West. Inthe commercialization process, UTM has longbeen heavily dependent on the externalparties; but it is now slowly phasing out itsreliance on external parties by educating itsown inventors through a series of relatedcourses. Innovation and CommercialisationCentre (ICC) is UTM’s one stop centre fortechnology innovation andcommercialisation. ICC was set up in June2010 to replace the Bureau of Innovation andConsultancy (BIC). This provides a clearfocus on efforts to produce innovations andtheir commercialisation. The ICC worksstrategically with the faculties, researchalliances and centres of excellence in UTM toidentify, develop and commercialise UTM’sinnovations. ICC is now responsible forIntellectual Property (IP) management andexploitation which were formerly under thejurisdiction of the Research ManagementCentre (RMC). There are two sub-units in theICC which are responsible for innovation andcommercialisation aspects; namely,Innovation and Commercialisation.
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Table 1: University Research Commercialisation until August 2008 (Source: MOHE, 2008)

Universities Patent Trademark

Total
Commercialised

Products

Total  R&D with
Potential for

Commercialised
Products

Total
No. of

IPUniversitiTeknologi Malaysia(UTM) 9 28 6 110 153
Universiti PutraMalaysia (UPM) 12 27 16 15 70UniversitiKebangsaanMalaysia (UKM) 3 20 0 33 56
Universiti Malaya(UM) 0 11 3 31 45Universiti SainsMalaysia (USM) 11 4 15 9 39UniversitiTeknologi Mara(UiTM) 5 22 8 0 35
Universiti MalaysiaPahang (UMP) 0 0 1 29 30Universiti MalaysiaSabah (UMS) 0 0 0 26 26Universiti UtaraMalaysia (UUM) 0 0 0 21 21Universiti TunHussein OnnMalaysia (UTHM) 0 0 3 16 19
Universiti MalaysiaSarawak (UNIMAS) 0 8 0 4 12Universiti IslamAntarabangsaMalaysia (UIAM) 0 2 2 4 8
UniversitiPendidikan SultanIdris (UPSI) 0 0 0 8 8
Universiti MalaysiaTerengganu (UMT) 0 0 2 4 6Universiti MalaysiaPerlis (UniMAP) 0 0 2 3 5Universiti TeknikalMalaysia Melaka(UTEM) 0 0 0 0 0

Total 40 122 58 313 533
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ICC – Innovation Unit:The Innovation Unit provides assistance tothe UTM inventors, innovators andentrepreneurs by making their ideas morecommercially successful through networkingwith industry and affiliate partners.Traditionally, the focus was centred oncommercialisation only but with the newstructure, Innovation Unit is held responsibleto encourage innovation among UTMlecturers as well as students. InnovationPoint is one of the initiatives taken by theUnit. The Innovation Point takes care of theincubation and the Product DevelopmentTechnology (PDTC). In order to acceleratethe pursuit of innovation, the InnovationPoint takes a more proactive initiative bymeeting up with the faculty members andalso Research Alliances (RA) to find out thetypes of research that the researchers aredoing.
ICC – Commercialisation Unit:The Commercialisation Unit involves inassisting the UTM inventors, innovators andentrepreneurs in the formation of spin-offstart-ups, joint ventures and partnerships.The unit also conducts related trainings andcourses such as financial planning for theentrepreneurs to equip them with knowledgeon how to construct their business plans etc.Although the business plan can beoutsourced to external parties, the unit viewsthat it is pertinent that the entrepreneursthemselves explore and learn about thetarget market, market size and share andother industry players.A clear and comprehensive approach to IPmanagement is also in place. The Unit is incharge of recording disclosure forms forresearchers who would like to voluntarily

disclose their inventions. The Unit then seeksassistance from the external parties such asthe patent agents to do patent search. Thepatent agent will advise the Unit to proceedfor the patent application if the invention isfound to be novel. Subsequently, theinvention will undergo a series of evaluationfrom both internal and external committees.There are two evaluation phases within theinternal committee: 1) theCommercialisation Unit which consists of ICCmembers and 2) the representatives from theResearch Alliances (RA) who are related tothe field of technology. The next stageincludes evaluation from the external partiessuch as SME Corporation, MTDC, investmentbankers and industry partners.The internal committee which consists of RAmust have a minimum number of 7 membersincluding one chairman. The process ofevaluation begins by obtaining the number ofIP targets for half of the year. Then based onthe evaluation, the number is usuallyreduced. Feedbacks from the external partiesare taken into consideration whether the IPshould be obtained or should not beobtained. If the invention does not receivefavourable feedback from the externalparties, it is returned to the inventor forfurther improvement in terms of value-addedor design wise.With the establishment of ICC within the newstructure, UTM aspires to increase not onlythe number of IP exploitation but alsoinnovation. The shift of emphasis toinnovation is taken in light of the disparity inthe market demand in Asia and the West. InAsia, the industry players are only interestedin readymade products. The impacts of thenew structure can be seen in theaccumulated IPs as shown in Table 2.
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Table 2: Accumulated IP until 5/1/2011 (Source: Dr. Kamariah Ismail, UTM)

Category TotalPatent Filing 234Granted 15Copyright 329Industrial Design 3Trademark 40Utility Innovation 5
TOTAL 626

From Creation to Exploitation – the
Innocom:Currently, ICC relies heavily on the patentagents to do patent search. However, ICCaims to educate UTM inventors to do theirown patent search, market search etc.through a series of related courses. Theinventors are also expected to think one stepahead in the design and explore thecommercial aspects of their inventions.These actions are employed to transform themindset of the inventors where traditionallythe inventions were purely created out ofcuriosity or through journals.The shift of dependence from the externalagents is also seen in the establishment of ascoring system known as Innocom. Thisevaluation process is taken place within theRA. The implementation of the Innocomscoring system is also part of the aggressivemove towards IP exploitation. Uponobtaining the scoring point, the inventorswill attach the scoring form together with thedisclosure form and submit it to the ICC.According to the scoring system, eachinvention is evaluated and rated based on thefollowing areas: commercial potential,competitors, local or global market value,target market and, importantly, motivation ofthe inventors. A threshold of 50 points isrequired for inventions that have thepotential to be patented. The motivation ofthe inventors will determine whether acompany should be formed or proceed withjoint venture or simply license the inventionto existing company. The inventors areproposed to form a company if the score

points are as high as 80%. The inventors areconsidered risk averse if the score points arebetween 70% - 80%. If this is the case,inventors are suggested to license out orjoint venture.  In the company formation,inventors can only be one of the board ofdirectors not the managing director. They,however, are given a share in the company.The ICC’s workflow is shown in Figure 1.The implementation of the Innocom scoringsystem is also part of the aggressive movetowards IP exploitation. The emphasis onscoring is a result of the concern that priorfocus on IP filing without similar emphasison commercialization was backfiring.  Thecost of filing IP can come up to thousands ofdollars with further thousands formaintaining the IP rights. These investmentsmore often than not in the past have been invain as no commercialization resulted fromthe patents. The scoring is intended to ensurecommercial viability of the product is testedbefore proceeding for filing for IP andsubsequently pushed towardscommercialization.A major obstacle to transforming patents tocommercialization is the entrepreneurialskill gaps among the researchers. One of theentrepreneurial skills commonly lackingamong the researchers is the skill to properlyvalue their innovations which is a key steptowards successful commercialization. UTMrelies heavily on external consultants for anumber of their IP management activitiesincluding patent search and valuation.According to the representative of theInnovation Commercialization Unit, the idealwould be to have the researchers to do their
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own patent search, market search andvaluation. Motivated by the challenge facedby UTM, this paper attempts to propose thedevelopment of Decision Support System(DSS); a technological solution in facilitatingthem to value their IP. UTM is one of theoldest universities in Malaysia, if they find IPvaluation a major challenge, then arguablythe younger universities in Malaysia wouldfind valuation as a significant challenge aswell. The proposed DSS is expected to be astimulant in driving more universityresearchers to not only pursue research

activities but to progress forward tocommercializing of their research output.This will help ensure theresearchers/inventors to be more engaged inthe commercializing of their IP, andultimately transforming them intoresearchers that will think ahead in terms ofthe commercialization when designing theirresearch projects. When the researchersperform the valuation themselves, they willsee the potential and thus it will be easier toensure their commitment in thecommercialization efforts.

Fig. 1: ICC’s Workflow (Source: http://www.icc.utm.my/en/corporate-info.html)
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Decision Support Systems (Dss)There is a level of subjectivity of risks andaspects in deciding which valuation methodwould best serve the interest of theorganization and the IP itself. It is not simplya box-ticking option. Decision making is notalways easy to do, especially when it involvescomplex problems and the decision makershave limited information, knowledge,experience or abilities (Eirman, Niedermanand Adams, 1995). For effective decisionmaking, the decision makers must be able topredict the outcome of each alternative aswell, and based on all these items, determinewhich alternative is the best suited to theparticular circumstance (Reason, 1990).According to Simon (1977), decision makingis an essential and crucial function inorganizations and good quality decisions leadto higher productivity, timely problemsolving and better overall performance.The need for sound and effective decisionmaking has led to the development ofnumerous decision support systems (DSS).The advent of state of the art technologieshas enabled organizations in decision makingand problem solving processes. DSS are thetechnological solutions that evolve from theconvergence of two areas – theoreticalstudies of organizational decision makingand the development of information systemsfor decision making (Shim et. al., 2002). It cansolve complex computations quickly and at aminimal cost, reduces dependence onexternal parties or many support staff andenhances the quality of the decision made.DSS are now extensively used in the medicalsector (Graaf et al, 1997), environmentalmanagement (Salewicz and Nakayama,2004), human resource management (Parkeret al, 1994), operations management (Jageret al, 1989), new product development

(Kettelhut, 1991), strategic planning(Moormann and Lochte-Holtgreven, 1993)and many more.According to Turban (1993), a standard DSSstructure should encompass the following:i) it assists but does not replace thedecision maker, it neither tries topresent the "answers" nor to enforce apredetermined series of analysis;ii) it assists semi-structured decisions,where some elements of the analysis canbe systematized for the computer, butwhere the decision maker’s wisdom andjudgment are needed to dominate theprocess;iii) it blends modelling techniques withdatabase and presentation mechanisms;iv) it emphasizes ease of use, userfriendliness, user control, and flexibilityand adaptability; andv) it assists all stages of decision making.A DSS is a knowledge integrated computer-based program that analyzes business dataas input and recommends decision makingoptions as output. The input data isprocessed using algorithms and modelingtechniques designed for specific problemsand needs of the decision makers. Generally,there are four main components in a DSSarchitecture (refer Figure 2) which includesthe input (database or the information andcharacteristics associated to IP), the model(data is processed based on the parametersset by the user), the output (solutiongenerated by the system) and the userinterface (the portal which allows the user tointeract with the computer).
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Fig. 2: Generic DSS Architecture for IP ValuationThe basic elements in the "input" shouldcomprise of the relevant quantitative andqualitative characteristics of IP andinformation required for the three mainvaluation methods in this study. The inputsshall also be known as the common valuationelements. The list of suggested inputs(derived from literature) is listed in Table 3.The DSS model will then analyze the inputsaccording to the user specifications andprovide the solution to the user with regardsto the cost-based, market-based and income-based as the outputs. The DSS model is notmerely a compilation of information but itcan be used to invoke answers to the "what-if" questions which are performed usingsensitivity analysis. Sensitivity analysis teststhe effect on the output variable ofsystematic changes in input variables in theform of a mathematical modeling. For a givenuncertainty in the input variables, sensitivityanalysis is utilized to investigate therobustness of the result. It is also oftenreferred to as post-optimality analysis. It is astudy of how sensitive an optimal solution isto model assumptions and to data changes.This allows the user to experiment variousscenarios, evaluate the inputs and deal withconstraints while maximizing or minimizingthe objective functions. The essence of DSS isthat it should be flexible enough for the userto modify or change the parameters.The DSS model should also cater thequalitative characteristics of the IP such asthe state of the economy, the uniqueness,

functionality or the exploitation capability ofthe IP to name a few. Hagelin (2002)proposes five elements in a valuationapproach. The elements comprise of factorswhich influence the IP value (measured byscoring criteria), merits assigned to thescoring criteria (known as the scoringsystem), technique employed by the scoringsystem (measured by the scoring scale),factors to be applied to the scoring system inorder to distinguish the significance of thescoring criteria (also known as the weightingfactor) and finally the decision table which isthe composite score for the IP being analyzedobtained through a combination of thescoring criteria, scoring system and weight.Lagrost et. al. (2010) depicts acomprehensive decision process of IPvaluation methods for the evaluators toconsider. The evaluators have to first gothrough all the questions – "Why, What, Forwhat, For whom and How" – as the basis thatwould rationalize the ultimate IP valuationoutcomes. Those questions include thequantitative and qualitative aspectspertaining to the global managementstrategy and IP management andexploitation, the purpose of the IP valuation,the target audience as the shareholders orinvestors, the type of IP being evaluated andthe form of IP right to choose from. Inspiredfrom the study of Hagelin (2002) and Lagrostet. al. (2010), this paper proposes aconceptual model for the development of aDSS in valuing IP.

Input Valuation Model Value
User Interface
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Table 3: DSS Input

Common Valuation Elements (Inputs) SourceEstimated income stream over the IP’s useful life (Chaplinsky, 2002; Pitkethly, 2002)Estimate of the duration of the IP’s useful life (Chaplinsky, 2002)Specific risk factors associated with the IP (Chaplinsky, 2002; Chiesa, et. al., 2007)Market value by reference to comparable markettransactions (Mard, Hyden, and Rigby, 2000; King, 2002;Pitkethly, 2002; Roy, 2004)Total cost incurred during the generation of the IPincluding failures (Mard, Hyden, and Rigby, 2000; Chaplinsky,2002)Total cost if the IP is to be re-constructed at thepresent value of money (Mard, Hyden, and Rigby, 2000; Chaplinsky,2002; Samuel, 2007)Total cost to construct an replica of the IP withsimilar functions (Mard, Hyden, and Rigby, 2000; Chaplinsky,2002)Unique capability of the IP (Reitzig, M., 2004; Chiesa, et. al., 2007)Expected rate of return of the IP (Mard, Hyden, and Rigby, 2000)Functionality of the IP (Smith and Hansen, 2002; Reilly, 2009)Degree of protection accorded to the IP (Park and Park, 2004; Hanel, 2006; Chiesa, et.al., 2007)Exchange market value between two parties (Chaplinsky, 2002; Mard, Hyden, and Rigby,2000)Sales of similar IP in the past (Ernst, Legler and Lichtenthaler, 2010)Exploitation capability of the IP (Smith and Hansen, 2002)Developer’s profit (Reilly, 2009)
A Conceptual ModelBased on the discussion above, it is clear thatthere is an increasing need for improving theability to do IP valuation among universitiesin Malaysia. In order to drive higher level ofresearch commercialization among theuniversity researchers, it is the belief of thispaper that one of the key factors would be

improving the ability among the researchersto do valuation of their research output. Withthe development in information systems,specifically DSS applications, this paperproposes a conceptual model for an IPvaluation DSS. For simplicity, the acronymIPV-DSS will be used to represent an IPvaluation decision support systemthroughout this paper.
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Fig. 3: IPV-DSS Process Flow ChartFigure 3 above illustrates the process flow ofthe proposed IPV-DSS. The process startswith the researcher or the user entering thevaluation elements data. There will be anumber of valuation elements, such as theones listed in Table 3. Each valuation elementwill correspond to a specific IP valuationmodel (i.e. cost-based, market-based orincome-based). Generally, the valuation

element data can either be a known fact,computed from collected data, estimation orprojection based on some data plusassumption, educated guess work based onexperience and knowledge, or pure guesswork. The valuation element data may alsoinclude qualitative (e.g. uniqueness of the IP)or quantitative (e.g. estimated income streamover the IP’s useful life) variables.
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Fig. 4: IPV-DSS Valuation Process AlgorithmSecondly, when entering in the valuationelement data, the researcher will be requiredto indicate the quality of the data, measuredby the level of confidence. The level ofconfidence (denoted as "C") will be used tocontrol the impact of low quality data on thevaluation calculation. It will also reflect thereliability of the collected data. For example,on a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 indicates 100%confidence and 5 being 100% pure guesswork. It is also the belief of this paper thatbeside assigning a confidence level to eachvaluation element, the researcher should alsobe given the ability to identify theimportance of each valuation element; hence,the weight of the element via rankingprocedures (denoted as "R"). For example,the ranking for the weight can be indicatedon a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 indicates asextremely important and 5 as not important.When the researcher has incorporated all thevaluation element data, the relevant data willbe sorted and extracted for the valuationprocess. This will depend on the valuationmodel used. Once the information has beenextracted and sorted, the calculation will be

done using the valuation formula (anequation to compute an IP value using cost,income or market-based model). Figure 4provides the algorithm for the valuationprocess.The sort function will first extract theindividual Valuation Element and identify thecorresponding valuation model (cost-based,market-based, income-based, etc) for theelement. The determination of the element tomodel is done when designing the IPV-DSS.Next, for each element the sort function willalso attach the Confidence Level (C) and Rank(R) specified by the researcher. At the end ofthe sort function, the data will be orderedand flagged for the relevant formuladepending on the corresponding model. Thesorted information will then be stored in thesystem memory as shown in Table 4. Eachdifferent valuation model will have anindividual formula that will be used as thecomputing algorithm to calculate the IPvalue. Figure 5 provides an example of aformula based on the IP valuation Cost-basedmodel.

While more elements{
Get data from user: valuation element, confidence level and

rank;
Store data;

}

/*valuation process starts*/
For each selected elements{

Valuation formula;
}
Sort data and store in memory;
While refinement is needed{

Do valuation based on criteria: rank or confidence level or mix;
}
/*end valuation process*/

Generate report;
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Table 4: IPV-DSS Sort Function

Valuation Element (Xi) Valuation Formula Confidence Level (Ci) Rank (Ri)
X1 Corresponding ValuationModel C1 R1

X2 Corresponding ValuationModel C2 R2

.

.
.
.

.

.
.
.

Xn Corresponding ValuationModel Cn Rn

Y = X1 + X2+….+XnWhere, Y = IP Value
Xi = Value of the ith Valuation Element
n = to the nth ranking for nth valuation element

Fig. 5: Example of a Valuation Formula (Cost-Based Model)The system will first compute the value(ValueAll) using all the elements givenaccording to the different models. The userwill then be given the option to generateother valuation (ValueCriteria) based on eitherRank (R), Confidence Level (C) or acombination of both. For example, theresearcher may want to examine the IP valuebased on elements of high importance only(i.e. high R value), or the researcher maywant to explore the valuation based onelements with high quality data only (i.e. high
C value), or the researcher may want toinvestigate the valuation based on bothcriteria (i.e. high R and high C value or high Rand low C etc). The system will then analyzethe data and extract the solution according tothe specified criteria. The solution will revealan IP value based on the three valuationmodels. Once the researcher has finishedgenerating the various valuation alternatives,the system will generate a report for the userand the whole process ends.
ConclusionDue to the complexities in valuing an IP, thispaper has attempted to incorporate variousvaluation elements into a systematic andstructured technological solution i.e. IPV-DSS

to ease the decision making process. An IPV-DSS would be a very useful tool in drivingmore university researchers to not onlypursue research activities but to progressforward to commercializing of their researchoutput. It is however, important to realizethat it should not be used as the ultimatesolution as the researcher has to exertcontrol on how the valuation process iscarried out. It requires a thoughtful approachand a series of cross examinations among thecompeting alternatives. Not only that, it isimperative for the researcher to consider thevariation in the valuation elementsdepending on the IP and the chosen IP rights.One size does not fit all. An effective decisionmaker should always evaluate theadvantages and disadvantages of eachsolution as suggested by the DSS and thenchoose and implement the best solution.
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